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Description
Field of the Application
[0001] The present application relates to a method and
apparatus for magnetic shielding. In some embodiments
the method and apparatus relate to a magnetic shielding
for transducers.
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[0002] Some portable electronic devices comprise
transducers such as loudspeakers and/or earpieces
which are required to be small in size. Transducers are
important components in electronic devices such as mobile phones for the purposes of playing back music or
having a telephone conversation. The quality and loudness of a transducer in an electronic device are important
especially if a user listens to sounds generated by an
electronic device at a distance from the electronic device.
[0003] Furthermore in portable devices dust and water
protection is important specifically with regards to the
transducers. However dust and other small particles (and
water) can often reach the transducer components and
cause component damage. In particular the dynamic
moving coil components in transducers radiate in each
direction as the diaphragm moves forwards and backwards and as the construction of the transducer typically
has open outlets on either side of the transducer which
are free to air and the permanent magnet of a moving
coil transducer can attract magnetic particles which migrate through the portable device and reach the coil and
diaphragm. These particles can damage the sensitive
components and/or reduce the performance of these
components when the apparatus is in operation.
[0004] For example after some time the force between
magnetic dust on the diaphragm and the permanent magnet inside the electrodynamic loudspeaker can pull the
diaphragm towards the magnet and make the sound quieter, cause distortion or both. These types of failure typically requires repair and are costly to the manufacturer
of the device if the failure occurs within the warranty period. Furthermore these features can cause brand damage if the failure occurs soon after the warranty period
as the user considers the device to have failed prematurely and of poor quality.
[0005] Often a protective mesh or other porous material, where appropriate, is implemented to assist audio
reproduction quality but maintain good reliability of the
transducer by protecting the transducer from particles
entering through the sound outlets in the device. For example a dust net can be placed in front of the loudspeaker. However the more effective a dust net is, in other
words the denser the material used, the more attenuation
to the sound generated by the speaker and therefore the
muffling of the speaker output occurs.
[0006] In some situations a complicated mechanical
channel structure can be used to improve dust protection
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by making the route longer from the outer surface of the
phone to the loudspeaker diaphragm. However longer
channel structures require additional volume within the
device and furthermore require the height or depth of the
phone to be increased in order to employ the additional
channel length. These increased dimensions are counter
to the current design trend to make the phone as thin as
possible in order to create a device which is as portable
as possible.
[0007] It has also been proposed that a permanent
magnet can be used to collect the magnetic dust. However the employment of further permanent magnets not
only increases the cost and that the number of parts required for the device but furthermore can increase stray
magnetic fields which are detrimental to the use of the
device as they can accidentally erase other magnetic
items such as the magnetic strip on a credit card, debit
card, a train ticket, or other device using a magnetic strip.
[0008] The use of magnetic shields have also been
proposed (such as using a perforated m-metal plate that
lets sound pass through). Documents JPH05292584 and
CN201213307Y show transducers provided with a perforated plate made of high permeability magnetic material and placed in front of the loudspeaker. The magnetic
shield can be placed in front of the loudspeaker and used
to weaken the stray magnetic field and effectively alter
the direction of the attractive force. However in doing this
it removes the ability of the loudspeaker to operate in a
hearing aid compatibility (HAC) mode as typically hearing
aid compatibility requires the coupling of magnetic fields
such as those generated by the transducer.
Summary of some embodiments
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[0009] In a first aspect of the application there is provided an apparatus Z as according to claim 1.
[0010] The at least one magnetic plate may be located
between the transducer and an apparatus cover of the
apparatus with at least one conduit configured to permit
sound to pass through the at least one magnet plate.
[0011] The apparatus may further comprise a dust net
located proximate to the at least one conduit configured
to permit sound to pass through the dust net.
[0012] The apparatus may further comprise a cover
comprising at least one cover conduit configured to permit sound to pass through the cover.
[0013] The at least one cover conduit and at least one
magnetic plate conduit may be skewed with respect to
the relative direction to the transducer.
[0014] The at least one further plate may comprise at
least one of: a mu-metal plate; a material with high magnetic permeability; stainless steel grade SUS 310; and
stainless steel grade SUS 430.
[0015] The at least one magnet plate may be in contact
with the at least one further plate.
[0016] The at least one magnet plate may comprise at
least one of: a neodymium magnet plate; a rare earth
magnet plate; and a permanent magnet plate.
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[0017] The at least one further plate may comprise at
least one air gap configured to form the trap for particles.
[0018] The air gap may be at least partially co-incident
with at least one of the at least one cover conduits configured to permit sound to pass through the cover.
[0019] The at least one air gap may be coated by a
material whose relative permeability is lower than the further plate.
[0020] According to a second aspect of the application
there is provided a method as according to claim 12.
[0021] The method may further comprise providing at
least one conduit configured to permit sound to pass
through the at least one magnet plate.
[0022] The method may further comprise locating a
dust net proximate to the at least one conduit configured
to permit sound to pass through the dust net.
[0023] The method may further comprise providing a
cover; and providing at least one cover conduit within the
cover configured to permit sound to pass through the
cover.
[0024] Providing the at least one cover conduit may
comprise providing the at least one cover conduit skewed
with the at least one magnetic plate conduit and with respect to the relative direction to the transducer.
[0025] The at least one further plate may comprise at
least one of: a mu-metal plate; a material with high magnetic permeability; stainless steel grade SUS 310; and
stainless steel grade SUS 430.
[0026] Locating at least one magnet plate may comprise locating the at least one magnet plate in contact
with the at least one further plate.
[0027] The at least one magnet plate may comprise at
least one of: a neodymium magnet plate; a rare earth
magnet plate; and a permanent magnet plate.
[0028] Locating the at least one further plate may comprise providing at least one air gap in or between the at
least one further plate configured to form the trap for particles.
[0029] Providing at least one air gap in or between the
at least one further plate may comprise providing the at
least one air gap is at least partially co-incident with at
least one of the at least one cover conduits configured
to permit sound to pass through the cover.
[0030] The method may further comprise coating the
at least one air gap by a material whose relative permeability is lower than the further plate.
[0031] According to a third aspect of the application
there is provided an apparatus comprising: transducer
means for generating a static magnetic field; means for
producing a magnetically shielded region from the static
magnetic field; and particle trapping means located between the transducer means and an exterior of the apparatus and within the magnetically shielded region
wherein the particle trapping means forms a trap for particles.
[0032] The means for producing a magnetically shielded region may be located between the transducer means
and mechanical protective means of the apparatus, the
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mechanical protective means with at least one conduit
means for permitting sound to pass through the means
for producing a magnetically shielded region.
[0033] The apparatus may further comprise a dust net
located proximate to the at least one conduit means configured to permit sound to pass through the dust net.
[0034] The apparatus may further comprise a mechanical protective means comprising at least one conduit
configured to permit sound to pass through the mechanical protective means.
[0035] The at least one conduit and at least one conduit
means may be skewed with respect to the relative direction to the transducer means.
[0036] The particle trapping means may comprise at
least one of: a mu-metal plate; a material with high magnetic permeability; stainless steel grade SUS 310; and
stainless steel grade SUS 430.
[0037] The means for producing a magnetically shielded region may be in contact with the particle trapping
means.
[0038] The means for producing a magnetically shielded region may comprise at least one of: a neodymium
magnet plate; a rare earth magnet plate; and a permanent
magnet plate.
[0039] The particle trapping means may comprise at
least one air gap configured to form the trap for particles.
[0040] The air gap may be at least partially co-incident
with at least one of the at least one conduits configured
to permit sound to pass through the mechanical protective means.
[0041] The at least one air gap may be coated by a
material whose relative permeability is lower than the further plate.
[0042] An electronic device may comprise an apparatus as described above.
[0043] Embodiments of the present invention aim to
address one or more of the above problems.
Brief Description of Drawings
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Figure 1 illustrates a schematic block diagram of an
apparatus according to some embodiments;
Figure 2 illustrates a schematic diagram of a magnetic shield configuration according to some embodiments of the application;
Figure 3 illustrates a further schematic diagram of
the magnetic shield configuration according to some
embodiments of the application; and
Figure 4 illustrates a flow diagram of the method performed by the apparatus according to some embodiments.
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Some Embodiments of the Application
[0045] The following describes apparatus and methods for magnetically shielding a transducer.
[0046] Figure 1 discloses a schematic representation
of an electronic device or apparatus 10 comprising a
transducer or speaker 11. The transducer 11 may be an
integrated speaker such as an integrated hands free
speaker, (IHF), loudspeaker or an earpiece.
[0047] The transducer 11 in some embodiments can
be any suitable speaker type comprising a permanent
magnet. Additionally or alternatively the transducer 33
comprises a multifunction device (MFD) component having any of the following; combined earpiece, integrated
handsfree speaker, vibration generation means or a combination thereof.
[0048] The apparatus 10 in some embodiments can
be a mobile phone, portable audio device, or other means
for playing sound. The apparatus 10 has a sound outlet
for permitting sound waves to pass from the transducer
11 to the exterior environment.
[0049] The apparatus 10 is in some embodiments a
mobile terminal, mobile phone or user equipment for operation in a wireless communication system.
[0050] In other embodiments, the apparatus 10 is any
suitable electronic device configured to generate sound,
such as for example a digital camera, a portable audio
player (mp3 player), a portable video player (mp4 player)
and a portable computer, for example a laptop PC. In
some other embodiments the apparatus 10 can be any
suitable audio or audio subsystem component or any
suitable audio capture/audio rendering device
[0051] In some embodiments, the apparatus 10 comprises a sound generating module 19 which is linked to
a processor 15. The processor 15 can be configured to
execute various program codes. The implemented program codes may comprise a code for controlling the
transducer 11 to generate sound waves. In some embodiments the sound generating module 19 comprises
a transducer protection module 20 for modifying the audio signals for the transducer 11.
[0052] The implemented program codes in some embodiments 17 can be stored for example in the memory
16 for retrieval by the processor 15 whenever needed.
The memory 16 could further provide a section 18 for
storing data, for example data that has been processed
in accordance with the embodiments.
[0053] The code can, in some embodiments, be implemented at least partially in hardware or firmware.
[0054] In some embodiments the processor 15 is
linked via a digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) 12 to the
transducer 11. The digital to analogue converter (DAC)
12 can be any suitable converter.
[0055] In some embodiments the DAC 12 sends an
electronic audio signal output to the transducer 11 and
on receiving the audio signal from the DAC 12, the transducer 11 generates acoustic waves. In other embodiments, the apparatus 10 receives control signals for con-
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trolling the transducer 11 from another electronic device.
[0056] The processor 15 can be further linked to a
transceiver (TX/RX) 13, to a user interface (Ul) 14 and
to a display (not shown). The user interface 14 can enable
a user to input commands or data to the apparatus 10.
Any suitable input technology can be employed by the
apparatus 10. It would be understood for example the
apparatus in some embodiments could employ at least
one of a keypad, keyboard, mouse, trackball, touch
screen, joystick and wireless controller to provide inputs
to the apparatus 10.
[0057] Figure 2 illustrates a schematic diagram of a
magnetic shield configuration for a speaker or transducer
according to some embodiments of the application. The
configuration shows a particular example of the general
concept of the application wherein the physical construction of the apparatus comprises a transducer for the
speaker 11 and cover 111 region of the apparatus 10
separated by a thin permanent magnet 101 or magnet
plate with a low magnetic permeability to counter the static magnetic field of the speaker 11 and a dust trap layer,
for example at least one plate or small plates made of mmetal attached on the thin magnet 101 where the m-metal
plates contain a narrow gap which is shaped to contain
or collect metal dust by means of concentrating the magnetic field to certain regions on the magnet 101. These
concentrated magnetic field regions can be referred to
as being the "dust trap" region.
[0058] Although the examples shown herein discuss
the application of embodiments where the transducer is
a speaker (in other words converting electrical or electronic signals into acoustic waves), it would be understood that in some embodiments the transducer is a microphone converting acoustic waves into electrical or
electronic signals.
[0059] Furthermore although Figure 2 is shown such
that the speaker is located above the cover it would be
understood that the terms "above" and "below" are simply
reference directions and do not limit embodiments of the
application to any particular alignment or directional orientation. The arrangement of the following components
is shown as a stack of layers which are separated by a
series of spacer or gasket layers. These layers forming
the stack of layers can be summarised as: the cover located at the bottom; and above the cover 111 are located
a m-metal 107 layer, magnet 101 layer, and speaker 11
layer.
[0060] In some embodiments the apparatus 10 can
comprise a cover. A part of the cover is shown in Figure
2 by the cover region 111 or mechanical protective
means. The cover region 111 shows part of a cover or
case of the apparatus which can be used to mechanically
protect the electronic components within the device or
apparatus. In some embodiments the cover region 111
can comprise within the cover a series of sound outlet
holes. The sound outlet holes can be conduits or acoustic
windows and permit acoustic or sound waves to pass
between the environment or exterior of the apparatus
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and the interior of the apparatus.
[0061] In Figure 2 two cover sound outlet holes are
shown: These two cover sound outlet holes are a first
sound outlet hole 113 and a second sound outlet hole
115. The cover sound outlet holes 113, 115 shown in
Figure 2 are a pair of round or circular outlet holes however it would be understood that in some embodiments
any suitable number, shape and arrangement of holes
can be used to allow sound waves to pass through the
cover region 111. Thus in some embodiments the cover
sound outlet holes can be a single hole, or at least one
slit. In some embodiments the cover sound outlet holes
113, 115 can be covered by an acoustic transparent or
opaque cover, such as a wire mesh or dust net, to attempt
to reduce foreign bodies entering the device. The cover
region 111 in some embodiments can be an integral part
of the complete casing of the device or apparatus, or in
some other embodiments a section of cover or casing.
Furthermore the inside of the cover region 111 can be
formed in such a manner to enable other parts or elements of the apparatus such as shown in Figure 2 to
cooperate and locate these other elements or components relative to the sound outlet hole or other elements
within the apparatus. For example as shown in Figure 2
a moulding locates and offsets the magnet and speaker
layers creating an acoustic chamber.
[0062] The apparatus 10 in some embodiments further
comprises means for generating a dust trap or particle
trapping means. In some embodiments the dust trap
means as shown in the example in Figure 2 comprises
two separate m-metal plates 107a, 107b which furthermore can be located within the cover and specifically
within a cover pocket region 108. The pair of m-metal
plates can be arranged such that they lie adjacent to each
other separated by a small air gap. The air gap can be
formed in the pocket region 108 by suitable moulding
forms locating the metal plates 107a, 107b or by a further
form locating the two metal plates in such a way to form
the air gap. In such embodiments the dust trap or magnetic trap 109 can therefore be formed by the two separate m-metal (or other electromagnetically similar) plates
which are located as close to each other as possible without touching. This neighbouring pair of m-metal plates
forms a narrow gap where the magnetic field is strong.
Although the dust trap is shown being formed by the air
gap between two separate m-metal plates, it would be
understood that a single plate with an air gap manufactured within it could also be used in some embodiments.
[0063] Although the following examples describe the
use of m-metal to generate the concentrated magnetic
field region, it would be understood that any other material with similar electromagnetic properties could be used
as a substitute material. For example in some embodiments the material used can be any suitable material with
high permeability (in other words low magnetic resistance). Examples of such other materials are stainless
steel SUS 310 and SUS 430. The m-metal can, as described herein, have in some embodiments openings
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shaped both for dust (metal) collection but also for the
transmission of sound through the layer, in other words
a sound inlet or sound outlet.
[0064] The concentrated magnetic field areas can be
generated using the principle that the magnetic flux density is locally higher in a region where there is a narrow
gap and/or a sharp edge/corner in the plate or between
plates. Furthermore in some embodiments by locating
these regions such that they do not interfere with sound
output through the plate or localised to the plate the "dust
trap" has only a small effect on the acoustic properties
of the speaker chamber. Therefore in such embodiments,
dust entering from the outside is attracted to the dust trap
rather than to the loudspeaker.
[0065] Although the example shown in Figure 2 and
described herein shows one dust trap or magnetic trap
101, it would be understood that in some embodiments
more than one magnetic trap can be implemented. For
example a further pair of m-metal plates can be located
also on and below the magnet 101 layer. Furthermore in
some embodiments the m-metal plates or plate with associated air gap to form the dust trap and sound outlet
holes to permit acoustic wave transmission forms a complete layer below the magnet layer and above the cover.
Furthermore although the air gap forming the dust
trap/magnetic trap is shown as being linear it would be
appreciated that in some embodiments the air gap structure can be any suitable configuration such as a linear
array, or a rectangle or an oval or a circle. Furthermore
the air gap may follow the outline of the cover sound
outlet holes inside the cover speaker.
[0066] In some embodiments at least one of the metal
plates can comprise a m-metal plate sound outlet hole or
at least one sound outlet hole or conduit means through
which the transmission of acoustic or sound waves can
pass relatively unhindered. In some embodiments the mmetal plate sound outlet holes are located significantly
distant from the air gap to ensure that the audio performance of the apparatus is consistent even if the dust trap
109 gets completely blocked by metal dust. Thus for example the sound outlet holes for the metal plates can be
located at a position closer to the middle of the loudspeaker’s magnet. Although in these examples the sound
outlet holes are described as being holes, it would be
understood that any suitable configuration or number of
shapes can be implemented provided they provide a suitable acoustic medium.
[0067] In some embodiments the pair of m-metal plates
107 are located substantially above the cover sound outlet holes 113, 115 so to directly attract metallic and other
particles entering via the cover sound outlet holes.
[0068] Furthermore the apparatus can comprise
means for producing a magnetically shielded region for
example a magnet 101 or at least one magnet plate or
layer as part of the stack structure. The magnet 101 layer
can be spaced from the cover for example by a molding
in the cover or a separate gasket. Furthermore the magnet 101 layer can be configured to form part of an acoustic
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chamber between the cover layer and the magnet 101
layer. In some embodiments the magnet 101 can be a
very thin but strong permanent magnet with a low magnetic permeability. In some embodiments the magnet 101
can be a neodymium NdFeB magnet also known as NiB
or Neo magnet. In some other embodiments the magnet
101 can be any other suitable NdFeB, rare earth magnet.
The location of the neodymium magnet can be used to
counter the static magnetic field of the transducer or
speaker. For this reason the neodymium magnet is typically in embodiments configured to be magnetised in the
opposite direction compared to the transducer or speaker
11 magnet. In some embodiments the magnet 101 can
comprise sound outlet holes 103, 105 which permit the
transmission of acoustic waves through the magnet 101
layer. The magnet sound outlet holes shown in Figure 2
show a first slot 103 and a second slot 105. The magnet
layer sound outlet or magnetic layer acoustic window can
be any suitable shape, number, and arrangement and
can in some embodiments be chosen to further tune the
frequency response of the speaker assembly stack. In
some embodiments the magnet 101 sound outlet holes
are configured to be located approximately centrally with
respect to the speaker such that the static magnetic field
generated by the fixed or state component of the speaker
transducer is further minimised. Furthermore as the magnetic field around the sound outlet holes 103 and 105
can be kept weak the magnetic layer sound outlet holes
can be kept relatively clear of foreign material such as
metallic particles. In some embodiments the magnet 101
layer sound outlet holes 103, 105 can be coated for example by a thin layer of tape or any material whose relative permeability is very low to further reduce the possibility of dust being attracted due to the air flowing to
and from the transducer 11.
[0069] Furthermore the apparatus can comprise a
transducer or speaker 11 layer mounted above the magnet layer 101. The speaker or transducer 11 can be any
suitable transducer such a moving coil, moving magnet,
or any transducer or speaker generating a magnetic field.
For example in a moving coil transducer 11 there is typically a static magnetic field generated by a permanent
magnet mounted and generating a magnetic field. The
static magnetic field is changed in response to a dynamic
transducer element when a current is passed through a
coil. The static magnetic field is substantially shielded by
the neodymium magnet or magnet 101 layer. The reduction of/blocking of the static magnetic field reduces the
possibility of magnetic material passing to the speaker
as the magnet trap formed from the m-metal strips is more
attractive for to dust particles.
[0070] With respect to Figure 3 a further view of the
apparatus shown in Figure 2 is shown, in this respect the
apparatus is shown as a sectioned elevation. In this example the magnet 101 layer is located with respect to
the cover 111 layer and by the use of a gasket or multiple
gaskets which separate the layers. Furthermore as
shown in Figure 3, in some embodiments the apparatus
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and in particular the speaker or transducer stack can
comprise between the cover and the magnet layers a
dust net 203 layer. The dust net layer 203 in some embodiments can be configured to attempt to remove or
trap some of the dust which enters through the cover
sound outlet holes 113, 115 before reaching the magnetic
trap 109 or the magnet 107 layer. In some embodiments
the dust net is configured to be located between the cover
111 layer and the magnet 101 layer. Furthermore as
shown in Figure 3, the m-metal strips on the surface of
the magnet layer above or opposite the sound outlet
holes of the cover to more easily attract the magnetic
particles to the dust or magnetic trap 109.
[0071] Furthermore as shown in Figure 3, the speaker
and magnetic layer 101 can further be separated by a
further gasket layer 201. In some embodiments the gasket layers or spacing elements between layers are implemented such that the speaker comprises a first gasket
layer which locates a further layer such as the magnet
layer, the magnet layer comprises its own gasket layer
which in turn locates a further layer such as the dust net
and the cover has an additional gasket layer which locates the dust net and other layers with respect to the
cover layer.
[0072] With respect to Figure 4, a flow chart of the operation for generating the magnetic shield according to
embodiments of the application is shown.
[0073] In some embodiments the first operation is to
design and/or manufacture the permanent magnet with
a low magnetic permeability to counter the static magnetic field of the speaker/transducer. In some embodiments such as shown in Figures 2 and 3, the magnet 101
layer is formed or located between the speaker 11 and
the cover region 111 and can be formed from a single
layer of permanent magnet material. However in some
other embodiments the magnet layer can be formed from
multiple magnets, the gaps between magnets forming
the magnet sound outlet hole regions 103, 105. The operation of generating or locating the permanent magnet
to counter the static magnetic field of the speaker is
shown in Figure 4 by step 301.
[0074] In some embodiments the further operation is
to then design and/or manufacture the m-metal plates
with a narrow gap. In some embodiments the gap can
be formed by the close proximity of separate plates or
the gap can be formed from cutting or pressing material
from a single plate to form a suitable air gap. The location
of the air gaps can furthermore be configured to be placed
in an area of relatively high magnetic field strengths to
form a magnetically attractive gap for the dust and other
particles.
[0075] It would be appreciated that in some embodiments, for example as shown in Figure 4, the two operational steps with respect to the manufacturing operations can be carried out concurrently, where for example
the same process for forming the air gaps for the magnetic/dust trap and forming the permanent magnet layer
are the same process.
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[0076] In some embodiments there may be a combination of one or more of the previously described embodiments.
[0077] It shall be appreciated that the term portable
device is user equipment. The user equipment is intended to cover any suitable type of wireless user equipment,
such as mobile telephones, portable data processing devices or portable web browsers. Furthermore, it will be
understood that the term acoustic sound channels is intended to cover sound outlets, channels and cavities,
and that such sound channels may be formed integrally
with the transducer, or as part of the mechanical integration of the transducer with the device.
[0078] In general, the various embodiments may be
implemented in hardware or special purpose circuits,
software, logic or any combination thereof. Some aspects
of the invention may be implemented in hardware, while
other aspects may be implemented in firmware or software which may be executed by a controller, microprocessor or other computing device, although the invention
is not limited thereto. While various aspects of the invention may be illustrated and described as block diagrams,
flow charts, or using some other pictorial representation,
it is well understood that these blocks, apparatus, systems, techniques or methods described herein may be
implemented in, as non-limiting examples, hardware,
software, firmware, special purpose circuits or logic, general purpose hardware or controller or other computing
devices, or some combination thereof.
[0079] The embodiments of this invention may be implemented by computer software executable by a data
processor of the mobile device, such as in the processor
entity, or by hardware, or by a combination of software
and hardware.
[0080] For example, in some embodiments the method
of manufacturing the apparatus may be implemented
with processor executing a computer program.
[0081] Further in this regard it should be noted that any
blocks of the logic flow as in the Figures may represent
program steps, or interconnected logic circuits, blocks
and functions, or a combination of program steps and
logic circuits, blocks and functions. The software may be
stored on such physical media as memory chips, or memory blocks implemented within the processor, magnetic
media such as hard disk or floppy disks, and optical media such as for example DVD and the data variants thereof, CD.
[0082] The memory may be of any type suitable to the
local technical environment and may be implemented using any suitable data storage technology, such as semiconductor-based memory devices, magnetic memory
devices and systems, optical memory devices and systems, fixed memory and removable memory. The data
processors may be of any type suitable to the local technical environment, and may include one or more of general purpose computers, special purpose computers, microprocessors, digital signal processors (DSPs), application specific integrated circuits (ASIC), gate level cir-
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cuits and processors based on multi-core processor architecture, as non-limiting examples.
[0083] Embodiments of the inventions may be practiced in various components such as integrated circuit
modules. The design of integrated circuits is by and large
a highly automated process. Complex and powerful software tools are available for converting a logic level design
into a semiconductor circuit design ready to be etched
and formed on a semiconductor substrate.
[0084] Programs, such as those provided by Synopsys, Inc. of Mountain View, California and Cadence Design, of San Jose, California automatically route conductors and locate components on a semiconductor chip using well established rules of design as well as libraries
of pre-stored design modules. Once the design for a semiconductor circuit has been completed, the resultant design, in a standardized electronic format (e.g., Opus, GDSII, or the like) may be transmitted to a semiconductor
fabrication facility or "fab" for fabrication.
[0085] As used in this application, the term ’circuitry’
refers to all of the following:
(a) hardware-only circuit implementations (such as
implementations in only analog and/or digital circuitry) and
(b) to combinations of circuits and software (and/or
firmware), such as: (i) to a combination of processor(s) or (ii) to portions of processor(s)/software (including digital signal processor(s)), software, and
memory(ies) that work together to cause an apparatus, such as a mobile phone or server, to perform
various functions and
(c) to circuits, such as a microprocessor(s) or a portion of a microprocessor(s), that require software or
firmware for operation, even if the software or
firmware is not physically present.
[0086] This definition of ’circuitry’ applies to all uses of
this term in this application, including any claims. As a
further example, as used in this application, the term ’circuitry’ would also cover an implementation of merely a
processor (or multiple processors) or portion of a processor and its (or their) accompanying software and/or
firmware. The term ’circuitry’ would also cover, for example and if applicable to the particular claim element, a
baseband integrated circuit or applications processor integrated circuit for a mobile phone or similar integrated
circuit in server, a cellular network device, or other network device.
[0087] The foregoing description has provided by way
of exemplary and non-limiting examples a full and informative description of the exemplary embodiment of this
invention. However, various modifications and adaptations may become apparent to those skilled in the relevant arts in view of the foregoing description, when read
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings and the
appended claims. However, all such and similar modifications of the teachings of this invention will still fall within
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stainless steel grade SUS 310; and
stainless steel grade SUS 430.

the scope of this invention as defined in the appended
claims. Indeed in there is a further embodiment comprising a combination of one or more of any of the other
embodiments previously discussed.

7.

The apparatus as claimed in any previous claim,
wherein the at least one magnetic plate (101) is in
contact with the at least one further plate (107).

8.

The apparatus as claimed in any previous claim,
wherein the at least one magnetic plate comprises
at least one of:

5

Claims
1.

An apparatus comprising:
a transducer (11) generating a magnetic field; characterized in that:
at least one magnetic plate (101) configured with
respect to the transducer (11) to produce a magnetically shielded region (108) from the magnetic field; and
at least one further plate (107) located between
the transducer (11) and an exterior of the apparatus wherein the at least one further plate (107)
is within the magnetically shielded region and
contains at least one air gap configured to form
a trap for particles, said at least one air gap being
formed either:
within a single one of said at least one further plate (107); or
between two of said at least one further
plate (107) when said at least one further
plate comprises at least two further plates.

14

10

a neodymium magnet plate;
a rare earth magnet plate; and
a permanent magnet plate.
15

9.

20

The apparatus as claimed in any previous claim,
wherein the at least one air gap is formed so as to
generate a concentrate magnetic field region.

10. The apparatus as claimed in claim 4 and in any previous claim when dependent on claim 4, wherein the
at least one air gap is at least partially co-incident
with at least one of the at least one cover conduit
(113, 115).

25

11. The apparatus as claimed in any previous claim,
wherein the at least one magnetic plate (101) is coated with a material whose relative permeability is lower than the at least one further plate (107).
30

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the at
least one magnetic plate (101) is located between
the transducer (11) and a cover (111) of the apparatus with at least one magnetic plate conduit (103,
105) configured to permit sound to pass through the
at least one magnetic plate (101).
The apparatus as claimed in claim 2, further comprising a dust net located proximate to the at least
one magnetic plate conduit (103, 105) configured to
permit sound to pass through the dust net.
The apparatus as claimed in claim 3, wherein the
cover (111) comprises at least one cover conduit
(113, 115) configured to permit sound to pass
through the cover.
The apparatus as claimed in claim 4, wherein the at
least one cover conduit (113, 115) and the at least
one magnetic plate conduit (103, 105) are skewed
with respect to a position of the transducer (11).
The apparatus as claimed in any previous claim,
wherein the at least one further plate comprises at
least one of:

12. A method comprising:

35

40

45

50

55

a mu-metal plate;
a material with high magnetic permeability;

locating at least one magnetic plate (101) between a transducer (11) of an apparatus and an
exterior of the apparatus, said transducer (11)
generating a magnetic field, said at least one
magnetic plate (101) being configured to produce a magnetically shielded region from the
magnetic field; and
locating at least one further plate (107) within
the magnetically shielded region, wherein the at
least one further plate (107) is within the magnetically shielded region and contains at least
one air gap configured to form a trap for particles,
said air gap being formed either:
within a single one of said at least one further plate (107); or
between two of said at least one further
plate (107) when said at least one further
plate comprises at least two further plates.
13. The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein locating
at least one magnetic plate (101) comprises locating
the at least one magnetic plate in contact with the at
least one further plate (107).
14. The method as claimed in any of claims 12 or 13,

8

15
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wherein locating the at least one magnetic plate
(101) comprises locating the at least one magnetic
plate (101) between the transducer (11) and a cover
(111) of the apparatus with at least one magnetic
plate conduit (103, 105) configured to permit sound
to pass through the at least one magnetic plate (101).
15. The method as claimed in claim 14, further comprising providing at least one cover conduit (113, 115)
within the cover (111), configured to permit sound to
pass through the cover.

16

5.

Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, wobei der mindestens
eine Abdeckungsleiter (113, 115) und der mindestens eine Magnetplattenleiter (103, 105) mit Bezug
auf eine Position des Wandlers (11) schräg sind.

6.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die mindestens eine weitere Platte
mindestens eines von Folgendem umfasst:

5

eine Mu-Metallplatte;
ein Material mit hoher magnetischer Permeabilität;
Edelstahl der Güte SUS 310 und
Edelstahl der Güte SUS 430.

10

Patentansprüche
15

1.

Vorrichtung, die Folgendes umfasst:
einen Wandler (11), der ein Magnetfeld erzeugt; dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:
mindestens eine Magnetplatte (101), die mit Bezug auf den Wandler (11) dazu ausgelegt ist,
einen vom Magnetfeld magnetisch abgeschirmten Bereich (108) zu produzieren; und
mindestens eine weitere Platte (107), die sich
zwischen dem Wandler (11) und einer Außenseite der Vorrichtung befindet, wobei sich die
mindestens eine weitere Platte (107) innerhalb
des magnetisch abgeschirmten Bereichs befindet und mindestens einen Luftspalt enthält, der
dazu ausgelegt ist, eine Falle für Partikel zu bilden, wobei der mindestens eine Luftspalt entweder gebildet ist:
in einer einzelnen der mindestens einen
weiteren Platte (107) oder
zwischen zwei der mindestens einen weiteren Platte (107), wenn die mindestens eine
weitere Platte mindestens zwei weitere
Platten umfasst.

3.

4.

Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei sich die mindestens eine Magnetplatte (101) zwischen dem
Wandler (11) und einer Abdeckung (111) der Vorrichtung mit mindestens einem Magnetplattenleiter
(103, 105), der dazu ausgelegt ist, das Leiten von
Schall durch die mindestens eine Magnetplatte (101)
zu erlauben, befindet.
Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, die ferner ein Staubnetz umfasst, das sich in der Nähe des mindestens
einen Magnetplattenleiters (103, 105), der dazu ausgelegt ist, das Leiten von Schall durch das Staubnetz
zu erlauben, befindet.
Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Abdeckung
(111) mindestens einen Abdeckungsleiter (113, 115)
umfasst, der dazu ausgelegt ist, das Leiten von
Schall durch die Abdeckung zu erlauben.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die mindestens eine Magnetplatte
(101) mit der mindestens einen weiteren Platte (107)
in Kontakt ist.

8.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die mindestens eine Magnetplatte
mindestens eines von Folgendem umfasst:

20

eine Neodymmagnetplatte;
eine Seltenerdemagnetplatte und
eine Permanentmagnetplatte.

25

9.
30

35

40

2.

7.

Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der mindestens eine Luftspalt gebildet ist, um einen konzentrierten Magnetfeldbereich
zu erzeugen.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4 und einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, sofern von Anspruch 4 abhängig, wobei der mindestens eine Luftspalt mindestens teilweise mit mindestens einem des mindestens
einen Abdeckungsleiters (113, 115) zusammenfällt.
11. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die mindestens eine Magnetplatte
(101) mit einem Material beschichtet ist, dessen relative Permeabilität niedriger ist als die mindestens
eine weitere Platte (107).

45

12. Verfahren, das Folgendes umfasst:

50

55

9

Platzieren von mindestens einer Magnetplatte
(101) zwischen einem Wandler (11) einer Vorrichtung und einer Außenseite der Vorrichtung,
wobei der Wandler (11) ein Magnetfeld erzeugt,
wobei die mindestens eine Magnetplatte (101)
dazu ausgelegt ist, einen vom Magnetfeld magnetisch abgeschirmten Bereich zu produzieren; und
Platzieren von mindestens einer weiteren Platte
(107) im magnetisch abgeschirmten Bereich,
wobei sich die mindestens eine weitere Platte

17
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(107) innerhalb des magnetisch abgeschirmten
Bereichs befindet und mindestens einen
Luftspalt enthält, der dazu ausgelegt ist, eine
Falle für Partikel zu bilden, wobei der Luftspalt
entweder gebildet ist:
in einer einzelnen der mindestens einen
weiteren Platte (107) oder
zwischen zwei der mindestens einen weiteren Platte (107), wenn die mindestens eine
weitere Platte mindestens zwei weitere
Platten umfasst.
13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12, wobei das Platzieren
von mindestens einer Magnetplatte (101) das Platzieren der mindestens einen Magnetplatte in Kontakt
mit der mindestens einen weiteren Platte (107) umfasst.

une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires
(107) ;
soit entre deux plaques desdites une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires (107) lorsque lesdites une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires comprennent au moins deux
plaques supplémentaires.

5

2.

Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les
une ou plusieurs plaques magnétiques (101) sont
situées entre le transducteur (11) et un couvercle
(111) de l’appareil, un ou plusieurs conduits de plaque magnétique (103, 105) étant configurés pour
permettre à un son de passer à travers les une ou
plusieurs plaques magnétiques (101).

3.

Appareil selon la revendication 2, comprenant en
outre un filet anti-poussière situé à proximité des un
ou plusieurs conduits de plaque magnétique (103,
105) configurés pour permettre à un son de passer
à travers le filet anti-poussière.

4.

Appareil selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le couvercle (111) comprend un ou plusieurs conduits de
couvercle (113, 115) configurés pour permettre à un
son de passer à travers le couvercle.

5.

Appareil selon la revendication 4, dans lequel les un
ou plusieurs conduits de couvercle (113, 115) et les
un ou plusieurs conduits de plaque magnétique (103,
105) sont biaisés par rapport à une position du transducteur (11).

6.

Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel les une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires comprennent au moins l’une
parmi :

10

15

14. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 12 oder 13,
wobei das Platzieren der mindestens einen Magnetplatte (101) das Platzieren der mindestens eine Magnetplatte (101) zwischen dem Wandler (11) und einer Abdeckung (111) der Vorrichtung mit mindestens einem Magnetplattenleiter (103, 105), der dazu
ausgelegt ist, das Leiten von Schall durch die mindestens eine Magnetplatte (101) zu erlauben, umfasst.

20

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 14, das ferner das Bereitstellen von mindestens einem Abdeckungsleiter
(113, 115) in der Abdeckung (111), der dazu ausgelegt ist, das Leiten von Schall durch die Abdeckung
zu erlauben, umfasst.

30

25

35

Revendications
1.

Appareil comprenant :
un transducteur (11) générant un
magnétique ; caractérisé en ce que :

champ

une ou plusieurs plaques magnétiques (101)
sont configurées par rapport au transducteur
(11) pour produire une région blindée magnétiquement (108) à partir du champ magnétique ;
et
une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires (107)
sont situées entre le transducteur (11) et un extérieur de l’appareil, dans lequel les une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires (107) se trouvent à l’intérieur de la région blindée magnétiquement et contiennent un ou plusieurs entrefers configurés pour former un piège à particules, lesdits un ou plusieurs entrefers étant
formés :

une plaque mu-métallique ;
un matériau à haute perméabilité magnétique ;
un acier inoxydable de qualité SUS 310 ; et
un acier inoxydable de qualité SUS 430.

40

7.

Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel les une ou plusieurs plaques magnétiques (101) sont en contact avec les
une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires (107).

8.

Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel les une ou plusieurs plaques magnétiques comprennent au moins l’une
parmi :

45

50

une plaque magnétique en néodyme ;
une plaque magnétique en terre rare ; et
une plaque magnétique à aimant permanent.

55

9.

soit à l’intérieur d’une seule plaque desdites

10

18

Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications

19
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permettre à un son de passer à travers les une ou
plusieurs plaques magnétiques (101).

précédentes, dans lequel les un ou plusieurs entrefers sont formés de manière à générer une région
de champ magnétique concentré.
10. Appareil selon la revendication 4 et selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, lorsqu’elle
dépend de la revendication 4, dans lequel les un ou
plusieurs entrefers sont au moins partiellement coïncidents avec au moins un des un ou plusieurs conduits de couvercle (113, 115).
11. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel les une ou plusieurs plaques magnétiques (101) sont revêtues d’un matériau dont la perméabilité relative est inférieure aux
une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires (107).

5

10

15

12. Procédé comprenant les étapes consistant à :
placer une ou plusieurs plaques magnétiques
(101) entre un transducteur (11) d’un appareil
et un extérieur l’appareil, ledit transducteur (11)
générant un champ magnétique, lesdites une
ou plusieurs plaques magnétiques (101) étant
configurées pour produire une région blindée
magnétiquement
à
partir
du
champ
magnétique ; et
placer une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires (107) à l’intérieur de la région blindée magnétiquement, dans lequel les une ou plusieurs
plaques supplémentaires (107) se trouvent à
l’intérieur de la région blindée magnétiquement
et contiennent un ou plusieurs entrefers configurés pour former un piège à particules, lesdits
entrefers étant formés :
soit à l’intérieur d’une seule plaque desdites
une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires
(107) ;
soit entre deux plaques desdites une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires (107) lorsque lesdites une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires comprennent au moins deux
plaques supplémentaires.

20
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13. Procédé selon la revendication 12, dans lequel le
fait de placer les une ou plusieurs plaques magnétiques (101) comprend le fait de placer les une ou
plusieurs plaques magnétiques en contact avec les
une ou plusieurs plaques supplémentaires (107).
14. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
12 ou 13, dans lequel le fait de placer les une ou
plusieurs plaques magnétiques (101) comprend le
fait de placer les une ou plusieurs plaques magnétiques (101) entre le transducteur (11) et un couvercle (111) de l’appareil, un ou plusieurs conduits de
plaque magnétique (103, 105) étant configurés pour

20

50

55
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15. Procédé selon la revendication 14, comprenant en
outre l’étape consistant à fournir un ou plusieurs conduits de couvercle (113, 115) à l’intérieur du couvercle (111), configurés pour permettre à un son de passer à travers le couvercle.
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